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- high tone
- level tone
- low tone
: vowel length
+ morpheme boundary
→ gives/written as
> changes to
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
ABL ablative
ACC accusative
ACNC additive concessive
ADD additive
ADJ adjective
ADV adverb
ADZL adjectivalizer
ALL allative
ASP aspect
C consonant
C₁ initial consonant
C₂ final consonant
CAUS causative
CC copula compliment
CL classifier
CONJ conjunctive
COP copula
CM code-mixing
CMPL complimentizer
CS subject copula
CS code-switching
DAM Dambuk Mising
DAT dative
DECL declarative
DEF definite
DEM demonstrative
DESR desiderative
DIS distal
DM Dolu Mising
DO direct object
EXIST existential
F finite
FUT future
GEN genitive
GENR generic
GG geminate group
INDEF indefinite
INS instrumental
IO indirect object
IPFV imperfective
IRR irrealis
IS initial syllable
LOC locative
LP lower primary
MAK Mising Agom kébang
MLS Mising Literary Society
MM Mo:jiŋ Mising
NP noun phrase
OBL oblique
OM Ojan Mising
OMD other Mising dialects
PRF perfective
PERF perfect
PL plural
PM Pagro Mising
PRES present
PROX proximal
PST past
Q question
SAM Samuguria Mising
SG singular
SOM Somua Mising
vowel that ends a root word
v₁ vowel suffixed to root word
v₂ output vowel
v₃